The Helmholtz scattering problem with high wave number is truncated by the perfectly matched layer (PML) technique and then discretized by the linear continuous interior penalty finite element method (CIP-FEM). It is proved that the truncated PML problem satisfies the inf-sup condition with inf-sup constant of order O(k −1 ). Stability and convergence of the truncated PML problem are discussed. In particular, the convergence rate is twice of the previous result. The preasymptotic error estimates in the energy norm of the linear CIP-FEM as well as FEM are proved to be C1kh + C2k 3 h 2 under the mesh condition that k 3 h 2 is sufficiently small. Numerical tests are provided to illustrate the preasymptotic error estimates and show that the penalty parameter in the CIP-FEM may be tuned to reduce greatly the pollution error.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following acoustic scattering problem in R d (d = 1, 2, 3), 2) which is going to be truncated into a bounded computational domain by the PML technique [5, 27] and then discretized by the CIP-FEM [30, 53, 54, 32] as well as the FEM. Here r = |x|, f ∈ L 2 (Ω). Suppose supp f ⊂ Ω := B(R) the ball with center at the origin and radius R. Denote by Γ = ∂Ω. Since we are considering the high wave number problems, we assume that k ≫ 1.
The Helmholtz equation with large wave number is highly indefinite, which makes the analysis of its discretizations such as FEM very difficult. For the linear FEM, the traditional technique, i.e., the duality argument (or Schatz argument, see [1, 31, 50] ) gives merely the error estimate u − u FEM h Ω ≤ Ckh under the mesh condition that k 2 h is small enough, but it is too strict for large k. Here h is the mesh size and
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Ihlenburg and Babuška [39] considered the one dimensional problem discretized on equidistant grids, and proved the error estimate u − u FEM h Ω ≤ C 1 kh + C 2 k 3 h 2 under the condition that kh less than some constant less than π. Note that the error bound includes two terms. The first term is of the same order as the interpolation error. The second term is bounded by the first one if k 2 h is small, but it dominates when k 2 h is large, which is called the pollution error in such a case [2, 37, 39] . We recall that the term asymptotic error estimate refers to the error estimate without pollution error and the term preasymptotic error estimate refers to the estimate with nonnegligible pollution effect. Recently, Wu [53] proved the same preasymptotic error estimate as above for higher dimensional problems while on unstructured meshes under the condition that k 3 h 2 is sufficiently small. For error analyses of higher order FEM, we refer to [32, 38, 45, 46, 54] . The CIP-FEM, which was first proposed by Douglas and Dupont [30] for elliptic and parabolic problems in 1970's, uses the same approximation space as the FEM but modifies the bilinear form of the FEM by adding a least squares term penalizing the jump of the normal derivative of the discrete solution at mesh interfaces. Recently the CIP-FEM has shown great potential in solving the Helmholtz problem with large wave number [53, 54, 32, 11, 14] . It is absolute stable if the penalty parameters are chosen as complex numbers with negative imaginary parts, it satisfies an error bound no larger than that of the FEM under the same mesh condition, its penalty parameters may be tuned to greatly reduce the pollution error, and so on. For preasymptotic and asymptotic error analyses of other methods including discontinuous Galerkin methods and spectral methods, we refer to [13, 29, 33, 34, 44, 51, etc.] . We would like to mention that most error analyses in the literature including the above references are for the Helmholtz equation (1.1) with the impedance boundary condition or the DtN boundary condition instead of the Sommerfeld radiation condition (1.2) .
A more popular mesh termination technique for wave scattering problems is the PML method, which was originally proposed by Berenger [5] . The key idea of the PML technique is to surround the computational domain Ω by a special designed layer (as depicted in Figure 1 .1) which can exponentially absorb all the outgoing waves entering the layer; even if the waves reflect off the truncated boundaryΓ, the returning waves after one round trip through the absorbing layer are very tiny [5, 6, 23, 27, 52] . In fact, the fundamental analysis [40, 17, 35, 16, 4, 9, 15, 3, 21, 19, etc.] indicates that the classical PML converges exponentially with perfectly non-reflection when the width of the layer or the PML parameter tends to infinity. In practice, the optimal choice of the parameters is important when the wave number is high [26] . The truncated PML problem for where D = Ω ∪ Γ ∪Ω and a(·, ·) is defined in (2.11) . See section 2.1 for details. The purposes of this paper are twofold. First we truncate the Helmholtz problem (1.1)-(1.2) by PML and prove the inf-sup condition and the regularity estimate with explicit dependence on the wave number k for the truncated PML problem. Secondly we discretize the truncated PML problem by the linear CIP-FEM (including the linear FEM) and derive the preasymptotic error estimates. In [12] Chandler-Wilde and Monk have shown for the problem of acoustic scattering from a star-shaped scatterer with the DtN boundary condition that the inf-sup constant is of order O(k −1 ). Melenk and Sauter [45] have proved that the solution u to (1.1)-(1.2) satisfies the stability
While for the truncated PML problem, the best estimate in the literature is from Chen and Xiang [20] , in which it is shown that the inf-sup constant is of order O(k
2 ). In this paper, we show that the inf-sup constant for the truncated PML problem is still of order O(k −1 ), i.e.,
for some positive constants c 1 < c 2 independent of k, where |·| is some energy norm defined in (2.12). Note that the above inf-sup condition on
is not a direct consequence of the inf-sup condition of the original Helmholtz problem [12] and the convergence estimates of the truncated PML problem, since they are valid only on H 1 (Ω). Such an inf-sup condition in (1.4) is useful in the convergence analysis of the truncated PML problem and the analysis of the source transfer domain decomposition method for the truncated PML problem [20] . In order to carry out the preasymptotic analysis for the CIP-FEM, we need to derive the regularity estimate of the following adjoint problem to (1.3): 5) where u h is the CIP-FE solution. Since the adjoint problem and the original problem (1.3) are quite similar, so are theirs analysis. For easy of presentation, we analyze the original problem instead. In precise, we derive the following stability estimates for the truncated PML problem (1.3):
Since, usually, supp (û − u h ) ⊂ Ω, the f in the above estimates is allowed be nonzero in the PML regionΩ, while in the other estimates regarding the truncated PML problem (1.3), such as the convergence estimates and the error estimates of its CIPFE approximation, it is still assumed that supp f ⊂ Ω. Clearly, the nonzero source inΩ brings about the backward waves, which is one reason that the proof of (1.6) is nontrivial. We remark that the authors found that it is not easy to extend the approach in [45] using Fourier transforms and the analysis in [43, 28] using the Rellich identity to the truncated PML problem with complex variable coefficients. Our key idea for proving (1.6) is to use the harmonic expansion of the truncated PML solution and analyze each term carefully in the expansion by using various properties of the Bessel functions (cf. [4, 8, 42] ). The estimates of the inf-sup constant in (1.4) are proved by using (1.6) and following the proofs in [12] . Furthermore, we derive preasymptotic error estimates for the CIP-FEM by using the regularity estimate of w and the modified duality argument developed in [54] .
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the truncated PML problems in one, two, and three dimensions and derive the harmonic expansions of the truncated PML solutions. Some preliminary results are also stated for further analysis. In Section 3, we derive the stability estimates, the inf-sup condition, and the convergence estimate with explicit dependence on the wave number k for the truncated PML problem. In particular, the convergence rate is twice of the previous result [16] . Section 4 is devoted to the preasymptotic error estimates of CIP-FEM. In Section 5, some numerical tests are provided to verify the preasymptotic error estimates and to show that the penalty parameter in the CIP-FEM may be tuned to reduce greatly the pollution errors.
Throughout the paper, C is used to denote a generic positive constant which is independent of h, k, f , and the penalty parameters. We also use the shorthand notation A B and A B for the inequality A ≤ CB and A ≥ CB. A B is a notation for the statement A B and A B. In addition, the standard space, norm, and inner product notation are adopted. Their definitions can be found in [10, 24] . In particular, (·, ·) Q and ·, · e denote the L 2 -inner product on complex-valued L 2 (Q) and L 2 (e) spaces, respectively. For simplicity, it is assume that R 1.
PML and Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the truncated PML problem and some preliminary results for further analysis.
The truncated PML problem
As discussed in [22, 9, 27, 40] , the PML problem can be viewed as a complex coordinate stretching of the original scattering problem. We recall the PML obtained by stretching the radial coordinate. Letr
where
and σ 0 > 0 is a constant. Note that we have assumed that the PML medium property σ to be constant to simplify the analysis, while our ideas also apply to variable PML medium property (see 
Then the PML equation is given by
∂ ∂r , the above equation is rewritten as:
We note thatũ = u in Ω andũ decays exponentially away from the boundary of Ω (see [16, 4, etc.] ). Therefore, in practice, the PML problem is truncated at r =R for someR > R whereũ is sufficiently small. Denote byΩ = {x ∈ R d : |x| ∈ (R,R)} and by D = B(R) = Ω ∪ Γ ∪Ω,Γ := ∂D. Let L :=R − R denotes the thickness of PML. Then we arrive at the following truncated PML problem:
The truncated PML equations for one and three dimensional cases may be derived in a similar way (see [9, etc.] ):
∂ϕ 2 is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S. In Cartesian coordinates, the truncated PML problems (2.5)-(2.7) can be rewritten in the following unified form:
and
The variational formulation of the truncated PML problem (2.8)-(2.9) reads as:
Define the energy norm |·| by
The definition is reasonable since it can be shown that
For example, for the 2D case, this is a consequence of the following formula of ℜ(a(v, v)) and the fact that 0 ≤ δ ≤ σ.
Harmonic expansions
In this subsection, we write the solutions to the original scattering problem (1.1)-(1.2) and the truncated PML problem (2.8)-(2.9) into harmonic expansions.
1D case
A simple calculation shows that the solution u to the Helmholtz problem (
Consequently, the PML solutionû of (2.6) is given bŷ
wherex := − (−x) for x < 0 and
(2.15)
2D case
We solve the problems by separation of variables. Recall that every function w ∈ L 2 (R 2 ) has the following Fourier expansion:
By substituting the Fourier expansion of u into the PDE (2.3) we obtain the following ODE system of u n :
Introduce the variable s = kr and rewrite the above equations as:
Applying the general ODE theory [25] 
πz (see, [49, 10.5 .3]), it can be shown that
where J ν (z) and H (1) ν (z) denote the usual Bessel and Hankel functions of the first kind of order ν. Analogously, for the solutionû to the PML problem (2.5), we have
From the boundary condition (2.9), there holdŝ
Furthermore, using (2.16) we havê
Solving these ODEs (2.19)-(2.22) leads tô
(2.23)
3D case
Let Y m ℓ (θ, ϕ) be the standard spherical harmonics, which form an orthonormal basis of the squareintegrable functions on the unit sphere and satisfy (see, [48] ):
The solutions u andû satisfy the following harmonic expansions:
where (r, θ, ϕ) are the spherical coordinates. Similarly, we have
The coefficients u m ℓ andû 
Similarly, for the truncated PML solution, we havẽ
Similarly to (2.24), J ℓ+ (kR) = 0 for ℓ ∈ N.
Stability estimates of the Helmholtz problem
The following lemma is proved in [45, Lemma 3.5].
Lemma 2.1. For the solution u to the problem (1.1)-(1.2), there holds
Remark 2.1. (i) In [45] , the stability estimates above are proved for the solution u DtN to the Helmholtz problem (1.1) with the transparent DtN boundary condition at Γ. Apparently,
(ii) From (2.17), it clear that u = u n (r)e inθ is the solution to the problem (1.1)-(1.2) with f = f n (r)e inθ . Therefore, as consequences of the above lemma we have:
Similarly, there holds
Properties of the Special functions
In this subsection, we state some properties of the Bessel, Hankel functions, and the Modified Bessel functions, which are required for the stability estimates of truncated PML problem.
Lemma 2.2. For any ν ∈ R, z ∈ C ++ = {z ∈ C : ℑ(z) ≥ 0, ℜ(z) ≥ 0} and x ∈ R such that 0 < x ≤ |z|, we have ,
34)
In addition, for any n ∈ Z, ℓ ∈ N, z ∈ C, there holds 
where P ℓ (t) is the Legendre function, which implies the second inequality in (2.35).
In the following lemma which is proved in [4, Lemma 5.1 and A.1], we introduce the uniform asymptotic expansions of the Modified Bessel functions I ν (z) and K ν (z). To estimate J ν (z) and H (1) ν (z), we use the following relations [49, 10.27.6-8] :
, (2.37)
(2.38)
1/2 . Moreover, the error terms η j , j = 1, 2 are bounded by
where M (z) is defined as follows:
In addition, the following estimates for ξ hold:
(ii) ℜ(ξ) is increasing in r and decreasing in |θ|.
The following lemma gives more properties for the Hankel functions.
Lemma 2.4. For any z ∈ C, the following formulas hold for j = 1, 2
where 
Analysis of the truncated PML problem
The analysis of the truncated PML problem is split into four parts. The first part is the L 2 -stability estimates for (2.8)-(2.9), which are quite significant in our work. Then, by applying the variational formula (2.10), we obtain the H 1 -stability estimates and show that the inf-sup condition constant µ k −1 . Furthermore, we derive the convergence estimate for the truncated PML problem. Finally, the H 2 -estimates are derived as an immediate consequence.
L 2 -stability estimates
In this subsection we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose R R 1. Assume that kσ 0 L ≥ 1 for 1D case and that kR ≥ 1 and kσ 0 L ≥ max 2kR + √ 3kL, 10 for 2D and 3D cases.
Then the truncated PML problem (2.8)-(2.9) satisfies the following estimate:
Remark 3.1. (i) Clearly the assumption (3.1) is not strict for high wave number problems.
(ii) The assumption ofR 1 is merely for the ease of presentation. It can be removed but the formulations of the results would be more complicated.
(iii) It is possible to extend the results of this paper to variable PML medium properties, in particular, the following parameters considered in [16] ,
where m ∈ N and σ 0 > 0 are constants. For example, for the 1D case, some simple calculations show that (3.2) holds if kσ0L m+1 ≥ 1. For the 2D and 3D cases, by combining the ideas from this paper and [16, 28] , the same stability estimate may be proved under some appropriate modifications of the conditions of this paper. The results on variable PML medium properties will be reported in a future work.
(iv) Since the proof of Theorem 3.1 for 1D case is simple by applying (2.14), we omit it to save space.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 for 2D case
In order to analyzeû n defined by the equations (2.19)-(2.22), we introduce the following sesquilinear form
The following lemma gives some coercivity properties of a ν .
Proof. From (3.3) and (2.2), we get
We first prove (i). From 0 ≤ δ ≤ σ and (3.6), it suffices to prove the following inequality
The following inequality is a sufficient condition of the above one:
Since σ 2 0 ≥ 3, it can be shown that R is the maximum point of g(r) by verifying its monotonicity. That is,
and hence, (3.8) holds. Next we prove (ii). From (3.7) and (2.2), we get
Note that v(R) = 0, there holds
where τ should be chosen as a positive constant independent of k. Then
. To get (3.5), it remains to prove that
which implies (3.10), and hence, (3.5) holds. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Clearly, (3.1) is a sufficient condition of the following set of conditions 
We divide the proof of (3.12) into three cases.
Note from (2.19)-(2.21) and (3.3) thatû n satisfies the following variational formulation:
It follows from (3.4) that
Case 2: 1 ≤ n 2 < k 2 R 2 + λkR 2 . Similar to (3.14) , an application of (3.5) gives
Next we estimate the last term in (3.15). From (2.23) we havê
Firstly, compared with (2.18), p
n e inθ is the exact solution to the Helmholtz problem (1.1)-(1.2) with f = f n e inθ χ Ω , here χ Ω denotes the characteristic function of Ω. From (2.32), there holds
Secondly, it follows from (2.34) that
where g n = f n (t)sgn H
n (kt)f n (t) . Similarly, ψe inθ is the exact solution of (1.1)-(1.2) with f = g n e inθ χΩ and replacing Ω by D. Applying (2.32), we have 
n , we only prove for n ≥ 1. Using the uniform asymptotic expansions (2.37)-(2.38) and the relations (2.36), we get
where w = kσ0L n − i kR n . Noting from (3.11) that σ 0 L ≥R, which implies |arg w| ≤ 
Applying (2.40) and (3.11),
and hence for n ≥ 1,
These lead to H
(1)
In addition, from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
To analyze J n (kt), we denote byR =
For the first part P 1 , from (2.35), we get
Next, we turn to estimate P 2 . Let W (t) =
From (2.36), Lemma 2.3, and (3.19), we have, forR ≤ t ≤R,
e nℜ(ξ(w)) , and hence, .
From Lemma 2.3 (i) and noting that n
which leads to
Since |J n (kr)| ≤ 1, we get The combination of (3.17), (3.18), and (3.25) leads to
where we have used
1 and σ 0 L 1 to derive the last inequality. By plugging (3.26) into (3.15) we conclude that (3.12) holds for Case 2. Case 3: n = 0. For 0 ≤ r < R, using the same splitting (3.16),û 0 can be written as follows,
Analogously, the estimates of (3.17) and (3.18) still hold for n = 0, that is, For the term p
0 (r) =Ĉ 0 J 0 (kr), it follows from (2.41) and (2.43) that
Then we get H
and Since (3.15) still holds for n = 0, (3.12) follows by plugging (3.34) into (3.15) . This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1 for the 2D case.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 for 3D case
Similar to the 2D case, it suffices to prove that , for R ≤ r ≤R. In addition, by using (3.37) and (3.38), we have 42) and similarly, 
H 1 -estimates and inf-sup condition
From (2.10), (2.12) and (3.2), we have
That is, the following H 1 -stability estimates holds:
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, there holds
Next we consider the inf-sup condition of the truncated PML problem. 
Proof. We first derive the lower bound for the inf-sup constant µ.
, and consider the following dual problem to (2.10):
Similar to the H 1 -stability (3.44), we have
On the other hand, from (2.12) and (3.46),
The combination of (3.48) and (3.49) leads to the explicit lower bound on µ:
By following [12] , the upper bounds on the inf-sup constant can be obtained by giving an example. Note that, for every 0 = u ∈ H 1 0 (D), there holds
Denote by x = (x 1 , · · · , x d ), and define w(x) = |x| 2 − R 2 and
We prove only for 2D case since the proofs for 1D and 3D case follow almost the same procedure.
By integrating by parts, we have
A simple calculation leads to ∆u + k 2 u = 4e
From (3.51) we arrive at the following explicit upper bound on µ:
A combination of (3.50) and (3.52) yields (3.45) . This completes the proof of the theorem.
Convergence of the truncated PML solution
In this subsection we suppose that supp f ⊂ Ω and then give an estimate of u −û in Ω as an application of the inf-sup condition.
Introduce the energy norm on H 1 (G):
Clearly, a = a D and |·| = |·| D (see (2.11) and (2.12)). Let Ω c := R d \Ω. We introduce the following extension operators. P, P * :
We remark that, as consequences of Lemma 3.5 below, the above four extension operators are well-defined. Note thatũ(r, θ) = u(r, θ) where u is the solution to (1.1)-(1.2). It is easy to verify thatũ = u inΩ andũ = P u in Ω c and that
On the other hand, we haveû =Pû inΩ.
The following continuity and coercivity estimates of the sesquilinear form a G will be used in the convergence analysis. 
Proof. The first two continuity estimates follow from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the definitions of the norms and the sesquilinear forms. We omit the details. Next we prove the two coercivity estimates only for two dimensions. The 3D case is similar and the 1D case is simpler. From (2.2) and (3.53) (cf. (3.6)), we have
for r ≥R, (3.59) holds. It remains to prove (3.60). We have
Let λ > 0 andŘ ∈ (R,R) be constants satisfying
As a matter of fact, it's easy to verify that λ = 1 6kŘ
satisfy the above conditions. Then
where we have used the first inequality of (3.61). Noting that, for R ≤ r ≤Ř,
which together with (3.61) implies
Therefore,
Ω , which implies (3.60). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof. The 1D case (3.62) can be proved easily by noting thatû − u = D 1 e −ikx + D 2 e ikx in Ω. The details are omitted. Next we turn to prove (3.63). Write ξ := u −û inΩ and ξ :=P u −û in Ω. We have, for
which together with (3.57) implies that
Next we estimate the terms on the right hand side. Let w := P u −P u inΩ and let ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω) satisfy: ϕ|Γ = w|Γ = P u|Γ, ϕ| Γ = 0, and
Clearly, w − ϕ ∈ H 1 0 (Ω). It follows from (3.58), (3.60), (3.54), and (3.55) that
Similarly,
and 
By plugging (3.65)-(3.68) into (3.64) we conclude that
Therefore, it follows from the trace theorem and Theorem 3.4 that
which implies (3.63). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
where C polynomially depends on k. Note that our convergence rate in (3.63) is twice that of the above estimate.
H 2 -estimates
In this subsection, we will show the H 2 -regularity for the truncated PML problem (2.8)-(2.9) as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. Since A and B are discontinuous on Γ, we define the space
The following regularity estimates hold:
Corollary 3.7. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, we have
Applying the estimates in [36, Theorem 4.5] and using (3.2), we obtain
In the next section, we apply the regularity estimate to derive preasymptotic error estimates for the CIP-FEM.
CIP-FEM and its preasymptotic error analysis
In this section, we first introduce the CIP-FEM for the truncated PML problem (2.10), then give a preasymptotic error analysis of it. We suppose that supp f ⊂ Ω in this section.
CIP-FEM
Let M h be a curvilinear triangulation of D (cf. [45, 46, 47] ). For any K ∈ M h , we define h K := diam (K) and h := max K∈M h h K . Similarly, for each edge/face e of K ∈ M h , we define h e := diam (e). Assume that h K h e h, andK ∩Γ = ∅. Additionally, denote by K the reference element and F K the element maps from K to K ∈ M h , which satisfy the Assumption 5.2 in [45] , that is, F K can be written as F K = R K • A K , where A K is an affine map and the maps R K and A K satisfy for constants C affine , C metric ,γ > 0 independent of h: 
where penalty parameters γ e , e ∈ E I h are numbers with nonpositive imaginary parts. It is clear that, ifû ∈ H 2 (Ω ∪Ω) is the solution to (2.8)-(2.9), then J(û, v) = 0 for any v ∈ V , and from (2.10) we have
Let V h be the linear finite element approximation space
where P 1 ( K) denotes the set of all first order polynomials on K. Then the CIP-FEM reads as: (ii) The CIP-FEM was first introduced by Douglas and Dupont [30] for second order elliptic and parabolic PDEs, and it was applied to the the Helmholtz problem (1.1) with the impedance boundary condition by Wu, Zhu and Du [53, 54, 32] .
(iii) Note that the sesquilinear form a(·, ·) is coercive in the PML regionΩ (cf. Lemma 3.5) and hence the truncated PML problem behaves more like an elliptic one. Based on this consideration, we only introduce penalty terms in J(u, v) for edges/faces in Ω in order to reduce the pollution error.
(iv) In this paper we consider the scattering problem with time dependence e −iωt , that is, the sign before i in (1.2) is negative. If we consider the scattering problem with time dependence e iωt , that is, the sign before i in (1.2) is positive, then the penalty parameters should be complex numbers with nonnegative imaginary parts.
Elliptic projections
We define the elliptic projection operators as follows (cf. [54] ). Introduce the sesquilinear forms
In this subsection we derive error estimates of the elliptic projections. For simplicity, we assume that γ e ≡ γ.
First, we prove the following continuity and coercivity properties for b h .
Lemma 4.1. There exists a constant γ 0 > 0 such that, if ℜγ ≥ −γ 0 and |γ| 1, then for any u, v ∈ V and v h ∈ V h , there holds
Proof. First, by using the local trace inequality
which together with (4.3) implies the continuity of b h .
Secondly, from the definition of the coefficient A in § 2.1 and a similar analysis as above, we conclude that
where C b and β 0 are positive constants. Then
if ℜγ ≥ −γ 0 with γ 0 :=
2β0 . This completes the proof of the lemma.
which together with (4.9) gives
Finally, we can complete the proof of the lemma by using the inverse estimates (see [18] ) and (4.6) and (4.7),
Preasymptotic error estimates
In this subsection we prove preasymptotic error estimates for the CIP-FE discretization (4.2) of the truncated PML problem (2.8)-(2.9) by using the modified duality argument proposed in [54] .
Theorem 4.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1, let u h denotes the CIP-FE solution of (4.2). Then there exists a constant C 0 > 0 independent of k, h, f and the penalty parameters such that if
then the following error estimates hold:
Proof. Denote by e =û − u h . Introduce the dual problem:
Similar to the regularity (3.69), we have
From (4.1) and (4.2), the following Galerkin orthogonality holds:
It follows from (4.12), (4.14), and (4.6) and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 that
From (3.69) and (4.13), there holds
Therefore there exists a constant C 0 > 0 such that if k 3 h 2 ≤ C 0 , then (4.11) holds. To show (4.10), we denote by η = u h − P + hû ∈ V h . It follows from Lemma 4.1 and (4.4) that
+ e L 2 (D) , and using Lemma 4.2 and (4.11), we have
which implies that
Then (4.10) follows by noting that |e| |e|
. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 4.2. (i)
The traditional duality argument using I h w in the step (4.15) instead of P − h w gives only error estimates under the mesh condition that k 2 h is small enough (see [1, 38, 45, 46] ). (ii) For the Helmholtz problem (1.1) with the impedance boundary condition, the same preasymptotic error estimates were obtained by [53, 54, 32] .
(iii) The error bound in (4.10) consists of two terms. The first term O(kh) is of the same order as the interpolation error. For large wave number problems, the second term O(k 3 h 2 ) may be large even if the interpolation error is small. The second term is called the pollution error [2] .
(iv) Since the CIP-FEM reduces to FEM when the penalty parameter γ = 0, this theorem holds also for the FEM.
(v) The estimates of u − u h may be obtained by combining Theorems 3.6 and 4.3.
(vi) The penalty parameter may be tuned to reduce the pollution error (see the next section). (vii) It is possible to show that the CIP-FEM is absolute stable if the penalty parameters have negative imaginary parts (cf. [53, 54] ). This will be explored in a future work.
By combining Theorems 3.1and 4.3 and Corollary 3.3, we obtain the following stability estimates for CIP-FE solution. 16) and hence the CIP-FEM is well-posed.
Numerical results
In this section, we simulate the Helmholtz problem (1.1)-(1.2) with Ω = {x ∈ R 2 : |x| < 1} and the following f and exact solution. The problem is first truncated by the PML and then discretized by the CIP-FEM (4.2). We will report some numerical results on the FEM (i.e. CIP-FEM with γ e ≡ 0) and the CIP-FEM with the following penalty parameters which are obtained by a dispersion analysis for two dimensional problems on equilateral triangulations:
2)
The codes are written in MATLAB. Since the mesh generation program usually produces triangulations in which most triangle elements are approximate equilateral triangles (see the left graph of Figure 5 .1), it is expected that the above choice of penalty parameters can reduce the pollution error. Set k ≥ 2, σ 0 = 5 and L = R = 1 and hence (3. for some constants C j (j = 1, 2, 3) under the condition of k 3 h 2 ≤ C 0 . The first term on the right hand side of (5.3) corresponds to the interpolation error, the second term to the pollution error, and the third term to the PML truncation error.
The right graph of Figure 5 .1 plots the traces of the real parts of the exact solution, FE solution, and CIP-FE solution as y = 0 and x from 0 to 1 when k = 100 on a mesh with h ≈ 1 128 . It is obvious that the CIP-FE solution fits the exact solution much better than FE solution. Figure 5 .2 plots the relative errors in H 1 -norm of the (CIP-)FE solutions and FE interpolations for k = 5, 25, and 100, respectively. It is shown that, for k = 5 the errors of FE and CIP-FE solutions fit those of the corresponding FE interpolation very well, which implies the pollution errors do not show up for small wave number. For large k, the relative errors of the FE solutions decay slowly on a range starting with a point far from the decaying point of the corresponding FE interpolations. This behavior show clearly the effect of the pollution error of FEM. The CIP-FE solutions behave similarly as the FE solutions but the pollution range of the former is much smaller than that of the later.
More intuitively, we fix kh = 1 and kh = 0.5, and plot the relative H 1 -errors of both the FEM and CIP-FEM for increasing wave numbers k in one figure (see Figure 5. 3). It's obvious that the effect of the pollution error of FEM works when k becomes greater than some value less than 50, while the pollution error of CIP-FEM is almost invisible for k up to 250. In addition, the errors of the FE interpolation and CIP-FE solution for the case of kh = 1 are almost twice as big as those for the case of kh = 0.5. 
